The Oil Age and its Demands

Just as coal gradually took the place of wood and charcoal as the world’s main fuel, so too is oil replacing coal and charcoal as the main energy source worldwide. The demand for oil is increasing, which has led to a significant rise in the production and consumption of oil. This increase in demand has led to a decrease in the price of oil, making it more affordable for consumers.

The Oil Age

The increasing demand for oil is leading to a shift in the global energy landscape. As countries seek to reduce their dependence on fossil fuels, oil production and consumption are growing. The oil industry is playing a crucial role in this transition, providing the infrastructure and technology needed to meet the world’s energy needs.

The Rise of the Oil Industry

The oil industry has experienced significant growth in recent years, driven by the increased demand for oil and the development of new technologies. There is a growing emphasis on sustainable and renewable energy sources, but oil remains a significant part of the energy mix for many countries.

The Impact on the Environment

The increased production of oil has had a significant impact on the environment. Oil spills and pollution from extraction and transportation are major concerns, and efforts are being made to reduce these impacts. The oil industry is also working to develop cleaner and more efficient technologies to reduce its environmental footprint.

The Future of Oil

As the world transitions to a lower-carbon future, the role of oil in the energy mix will change. However, oil will continue to play a significant role in the global energy landscape for the foreseeable future. The oil industry will need to adapt to this changing landscape and find new ways to meet the world’s energy needs.
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British West B.C. Fm Used

Adversity Prefers It To The Oregon Fm

"Desolate f's" will now be used in stead of "old-fashioned" as I am obliged to change my淙 practice with my own self, for it means to the possible f's I come into contact with.

Pains in Back, Limbs and Side

Yield to "Nerviline"

If you have failed to secure relief from either your pain or your discomfort, or from the worry and anxiety which are always present, try Dr. Nerviline, it has been manufactured for the purpose of relieving discomfort and anxiety, and has been found to yield valuable relief in this respect. It is a tonic and restorative of the blood and nerves, and is in daily use by many people, in every part of the world.

The Healthy Man Has The Best Chance

A Novel Dinner

French Provincial Prune Certificate of Promotion

A novel dinner setting can be provided for your guests by using the French Provincial Prune Certificate of Promotion. This can be attached to your guest's dinner plate, and will serve as a guide to the anticipated menu. It is a great idea to have a dinner party, and this certificate will make the experience more enjoyable for all.

Railroad Man Says... Smothering Smells Have Disappeared

"I have just had enough..." the railroad man said. "I am sick of the constant smell of smoke and dust, and I don't want to smell it any more."

"I will try to get rid of it..." he continued. "But this is a big country, and I don't know how to do it."
**Irma Cash Meat Market**

**Just in**

Fresh Caught Whitefish 10c lb.

Salmon, Halibut,

Fresh Herrings, Salt Herrings, Holland Herrings.

L. C. HATCH, Prop.

Irma, Alberta.

---

**No Lumber Order Too Large or Too Small**

—for us to fill. We have a varied stock of High Grade clear lumber for every purpose. All thoroughly kiln dried and selected. Go elsewhere first if you wish, but come to us and get our quotations before buying. It means satisfaction and a saving of time to fill orders. We have a varied stock of High Quality Stocking Lumber, both clear and knotty, and will be pleased to have you call and see our yard. 

**FARMERS MUTUAL LBR CO**

L. C. HATCH, Prop.

Irma, Alberta.

---

**Important repair work**

Should not be put off too late. Think of your stock shivering in the cold, when perhaps you are toasting your feet by the fire. Have a heart and protect them from the cold—

Our material is of a superior class. Our service will be found to your advantage. These are but two of the many reasons why all our customers stay with us and remain satisfied.

**"Better Lumber for Home Building"**

**THE IRELLON LUMBER Co., LTD.**

Edmonton, Alta.

---

**THE IRMA TIMES, IRMA, ALBERTA**

H. G. Thumell, Publisher.

H. W. Love, Editor.

An independent newspaper published every Friday in Irma, Alberta, Canada.

**ADVERTISING RATES**

Reasonable rates are charged for display advertisements. Local notices may be inserted at a reduced rate. Rates are as follows:

- **4 lines or less**: 10 cents per line
- **5 lines and up**: 8 cents per line

**EARLY DEATHS**

Mr. J. W. Thompson, of the Irving Hardware Co. passed away last Saturday.

---

**STOCKING THE STEAMSHIP LARDER**

Exhibition in Montreal of steer carcasses weighing 200,000 lb. and gams, to be used on the winter cruises to the Mediterranean and West Indies for the Canadian Pacific Steamers, "Empress of Scotland," "Empress of France" and "Empress of Britain."

Dr. John M. L. Grant, Secretary, Dominion Department of Agriculture, says that the steers and gams for the above exhibition have been selected from several thousand of the best. 

---

**Distributing Immigrants**

A family group of settlers in Canada.

---

**Exhibition in Montreal**

Two thousand immigrants have the matter of rows in this land of opportunity. Each row, or plot, is 100 acres. The Exhibition is to be held at a public meeting in the Audubon Hall, Montreal, on the 15th of this month. The immigrants are expected there in large numbers. 

---

**Settlers in Canada**

A large group of settlers in the Canadian Prairies.
**IMMUNIZED**

Undoubtedly the combined moral hero, born on John Watson, on S. E. 65-18-22-W. Sec. 39, No. 1, Gray Mtn., weight 1,100 to 1,200 lb.

**FOR SALE**—2 good granaries, 10x:

**FOR SALE**—pure bred white Wy-
Anemia
This, water blood is so many

---

Oh, Money! Money! Money!  
--- by ELEANOR P. FOSTER

---

CHAPTER XVI
An Ambassador Of Cupid's

The reports indicate that the supply

---

Scarcity of Big Game
Number of Horses Killed in Australia this Year, Ranged to be

---

"YOUR TEETH"
THE FIFTY-TWO TEETH

---

CASTORIA
In Use for Over 30 Years

---

The Secret of Good Health
When Nature requires assistance, she

---

Take
Beecham's Pills

---

Chambercry for Fletcher's

---

What is CASTORIA?
CASTORIA is a harmless substitute for Orange Oil, Ginger

---

The Times, Irma, Alberta.
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EGZEMA IN RASH CUTFICURA HEALS

World—Happenings

Very Hotly and Burned. Touched Six Weeks.

"Our daughter has come to bat" was the title of the account of a game played by the nine-year-old daughter of the manager of the New York City police force. The account was written by the manager, who said that he had been watching the girl's baseball game for several weeks and had decided to write about it. He described the game as a "hotly and burned" one, and noted that the girl had been "on fire" for much of the game. He said that she had played well, and had scored several runs. He ended the account by saying that he hoped the game would be a success, and that his daughter would continue to play baseball.

RHEUMATIC ACHES QUICKLY RELIEVED

"A Whirling Mote.

"The tears of joy could have been seen on the face of the manager of the New York City police force, as he watched his daughter play baseball. The manager said that he had been watching the girl's game for several weeks, and had decided to write about it. He described the game as a "hotly burned" one, and said that the girl had been "on fire" for much of the game. He said that she had played well, and had scored several runs. He ended the account by saying that he hoped the game would be a success, and that his daughter would continue to play baseball.

POSSIBLY YOUR OWN WIND

"The wind was blowing so hard, the manager of the New York City police force said to his daughter, "You're going to have to be careful, my dear." The manager said that he had been watching the girl's game for several weeks, and had decided to write about it. He described the game as a "hotly burned" one, and said that the girl had been "on fire" for much of the game. He said that she had played well, and had scored several runs. He ended the account by saying that he hoped the game would be a success, and that his daughter would continue to play baseball.

The Newspapers Win

"The Oregonian" in Portland, Ore., has come more than a thousand miles in the direction of the want of a newspaper. The Oregonian has a circulation of 12,000, and it is one of the most popular newspapers in the world. It is printed on fine, white paper, and is attractively illustrated. The Oregonian has a staff of 120 people, and it is published five days a week.

Crass Re-Elected President

United Greek Germans Elect New President
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German Water Flies

Find Ed. in Italian
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**LOCAL NEWS**

Mr. W. F. Peterson left Wednesday night for California.

Mrs. B. H. Stewalt, the Edmontonian, reached Mission last Wednesday. Mrs. Stewalt and her husband, the Rev. Mr. Stewalt, have been traveling the west-end in Edmonton.

Mr. D. J. Harden made a business trip to the south coast this week.

Mr. B. H. Stewalt has lost receipt of his certificate of appointment in the society of returned soldiers. He joins the Calgary Convention on March 1. Mr. Stewalt has been traveling in the south in search of work.

Mrs. E. G. Swain of Borden's, began calling among the business firms of the city last Monday to support theist for the carrying out of its work.

The MacKinnon family arrived in Mission last night on their way to St. Boniface, where they will reside for the summer months.

Mr. F. B. Stewalt has been in the city for some time recently.

The Calgary Convention will be given a loud welcome to the fair city of Edmonton.

Mr. J. L. D. Scott, of the Department of Agriculture, arrived in town on Monday for a short visit. Mr. Scott has been traveling the west coast in the interest of the department.

Mr. W. C. Wood, of the Department of Agriculture, arrived in town on Monday for a short visit. Mr. Wood has been traveling the west coast in the interest of the department.

Mr. W. J. S. Watt, of the Department of Agriculture, has been visiting in Jasper for a few days.

Mr. D. M. Smart, of the Department of Agriculture, arrived in town on Monday for a short visit. Mr. Smart has been traveling the west coast in the interest of the department.

Mr. F. B. Stewalt has been in the city for some time recently.

The Calgary Convention will be given a loud welcome to the fair city of Edmonton.

Mr. J. L. D. Scott, of the Department of Agriculture, arrived in town on Monday for a short visit. Mr. Scott has been traveling the west coast in the interest of the department.

Mr. W. C. Wood, of the Department of Agriculture, arrived in town on Monday for a short visit. Mr. Wood has been traveling the west coast in the interest of the department.

**HIGH SCHOOL NOTES**

The high school hockey team has made a good showing in the district for this year. The team has been working hard and practicing. The requests have been frequent and the students are still working. A list of contributors to the club is given below.

The high school team visited Vimy last Saturday night. The team consisted of six players on each side, five forwards and one center. The forwards played with the team wearing the dark blue uniforms. The forwards were the stars of the game and the players were the stars of the game. Both teams were evenly matched and the game was a good one.

Under the skilled guidance of the teachers, the forwards outplayed the visitors and the forwards were the stars of the game. The forwards played with the team wearing the dark blue uniforms. The forwards were the stars of the game and the players were the stars of the game. Both teams were evenly matched and the game was a good one.

Mr. F. B. Stewalt, the principal of the school, gave the forwards a loud welcome to the fair city of Edmonton.

Mrs. Kate Waterton and her two daughters, Mrs. E. G. Swain, began canvassing among the business firms of the city last Monday in support of theist for the carrying out of its work.

Mr. G. W. Beuley and Mr. G. W. Mitchall, both of the staff of the society of returned soldiers, spent Monday and Tuesday in Edmonton.

Miss Anderson, the principal of the school, paid a visit to the school this week.

**THE TIMES, IRAVA, MONT.**

**WELL KNOWN COUGH SYRUPS KEEPING YOU UP FOR WINTER.**
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